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1. Introduction 

The behavior of nuclei at high density and temperature is still rel
atively unknmvn. There arc so1ne possibilities to study nuclear matter 
<~xcitati.on processes in antinucleon-nucleus interactions due to the abil
ity of antinucleons to annihilate in nuclear matter delivering considerable 
energy into a nucleus. ',Yith energies of a few GcV, antiprotons may rc
lea~e their entire energy inside a nucleus and heat up a tiny domain to 
" high temperature. One of the signals for such a process is expected to 
be the enhanced strange particle production [1, 2]. 

At present, there are only several results on neutral strange parti
cle production in fi~nucleus interactions in the mon1entum range of 0-4 
GeV /c [3-16]. The results of all these investigations have shown that 
there are smne processes in antiproton-nuclei collisions that increase 
greatly the A-production without J{~ yield reducing, if to be compared 
with the corresponding values for j5p interactions. 

Various models have been used to explain the high A yield. In [2] 
the strangeness enhancement was considered to be the result of super
cooled quark-gluon plasma formation, whereas in [18] this phenomenon 
explained in terrns of multinucleon absorption reactions. 

But it was also demonstrated that the data on A and ](~ produc
tion in p-interactions with heavy targets, might be explained within 
the framework of the IntraNuclear Cascade models [12, 19, 20]. These 
models have been used to reproduce the A production characteristics 
under the assumption that strangeness is produ.eed in conventional FIN 
processes and then redistributed in secondary meson rcscattering. 

One can find the review of the experirnental situation in [17}. 

The 2-rn HBC "Ludmila" was exposed to a 12.2 GeV jc antideut.cron 
beam at the Serpukhov accelerator. The main task of the experiment 
was to study the multinudeon effects in the anticlcuteron-deuteron in
teractions. Besides, the construction of the target also allowed one to 
observe interactions of antideuterons with the heavier nuclei. N<'lturally, 
the idea appeared to watch the behavior of neutral strange particle pro
duction in d-nuclei reactions, for to see if there were any effects similar 
to those found in antiproton interactions. 
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In this paper we present the experimenta.l data on A and J(~ inclu
sive yields and A/ J(; production ratios in a.ntidcut.eron- deuteron 1ant.i
deuteron - carbon and antideuteron - lead interactions. This publica
tion is also conceutrat~d on the methodical peculiarities of data handling 
procedures. 

2. Antideuteron beam and experimental arrangement 

Anti deuteron bcarn was created irradiating a. copper target with pro
ton bca.n1 at 70 GeV. A h:vo-stage scheme of separation [22] \Vas used 
to suppress the hadron background. The ma.xlnnnn of the sccondar.v 
antideut.erons yield lies in the rnon1enturn interval of (10-13) GcVjc. I11 
this case the _yield ratio of negative pions, antiprotons, and antidcuten.nJs 
is approximately equal to 1:10-3:10-6 , respectively [23]. During tlw cx
perirnental runs the intensity of anti deuterons was about 0.5 per picture 
CLt the antideuteron momentum of 12.2 Ge V J c. 

Filled with liquid dcuteriurn, the internal track---sensitive target was 
insta.llc<1 inside the cha.rnbcr 1 while the dd experin1cnt. Tl1c target. \vas 
made of the transparent ·1naterial--lexan (thermoplastic polycarhouat(' 
H 14C160 3), partially surrounded witl1 lead plates. The construction of 
the target allows one to observe and nwasure thf:' interactions of b(:'tnn 
antidcuterons in lexan target walls and lead plates ( su~ Fig. 1 ). The 
lcxan plate Wi~S 12 mm thick and lead plate~ 3 mm. The magnetic field 
at the center of the chamber was 26 kG. You can find more cletailo about 
the experiment in [24]. 

3. Event handling procedure 

The film material was scanned visually on projection tables. The total 
sample was of 72K pictures. The antidcuteron-cleuteron interactions 
have been also registered inside the deuterium target during the previous 
runs. The evcnt..s were searched for twice, the scanning efficiency wa.<:> 
found as 0.97. The number of registered dA events with/without vees 
is presented in Table IL 
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Tracks of the primary interaction and vees were measured \vith man
ual PUOS digitizers in three views. Each event with, at least, one asso
ciated v·o candidate, was fully measured; the geonletric reconstruction 
of the tracks as well as neutral strange particle fitting was performed by 
the standard HYDRA program chain. 

The position of the invisible vertex inside the plates was calculated 
interpolating the charged secondary tracks. This procedure allows one 
not only to make a three · constraint fit of neutral particle but also to 
check whether the interaction point lies inside the lexan or lead plate. 
Measuring and processing 1nethods for this experiment are described 
in [24-26]. 

The distribution of x-coordinate of the reconstructed vertex in target 
is shown in Fig.2. This distribution has a clear two-peaks structure, 
that corresponds to the position of the interaction vertex inside either 
lexan or lead plate. The vertex reconstruction accuracy was 0.025 em. 

The neutral strange particles were observed through charged decay 
1nodes; four kinernatical hypotheses were tried for each V 0

: 

J(; -----+ Jr+ + Jr-

A--+ p+ rr
i\--+ p+ 'lf+ 

++ -;---+e e. 

No attempts have been made to separate A (A) from ~0 ( t:o ) pro
duction. 

The x2 distributions for the J(~, A and/ 3-C fit events, are shown in 
Fig.3. The experimental distributions are in good agreement with the 
theoretical curves. 

Some events ( and vees ) were rejected during measurements and pro
cessing. The major types of the rejected eventsjvees were : 
· unreconstructed events with several tracks coming from the target 

but not from the primary vertex, so the reconstructed vertex position 
errors were unsatisfactory; 

·high-multiplicity events with the big number of unreconstructed tracks; 
· 1-quants with low energy ( E<20 MeV /c); 
· vees with short tracks, that could not be reconstructed accurately. 
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We have estimated the efficiency of our rneasunng and processmg 
methods at the level of 80 %. 

From the 27 43 reconstructed vees, we have obtained 2659 three 
constraint ( 3C) fits corresponding to a 1915 unique and 744 ambiguous 
3C V 0 's. The remaining 84 vecs with a 1 C fit or no fit at all, were those 
'\vho \vere not associated with the reconstructed prirnary interaction and 
excluded from the analysis. Most. of the 1-C fit hypotheses were 1-
quants. 

After the kinematical fit, about 28 % of the vees hcul more th<eu one 
hypotheses. Some standard methods were applied to this set of yo's to 
identify ambiguities. The classification of V 0 s \Va..':> baRed on ionization 
data as well as kinematical fit results. 

During the gcornetrical reconstruction the decay tracks were asRtuncd 
asp, p, ?T± and e±. The bubble densities on the tracks of each vee event, 
were compared with the geometrical program data. vVe were able to 
distingulsh electrons, pious ancl protons in the Jnom.entuin range P<1.5 
Ge V j c and for dip angles less than 65 degrees. More than half of the 
ambiguous vees became resolvable using ioni,ation data. 

To classify the remaining 14 % of the ambiguities, we compared x2 · 

probabilities of the hypotheses for the given vee. A hypothesis was 
rejected if its x2· probability was 0.1 of the other hypothtcsis. Table 
Ia shows the nn1nber of unique and ambiguous events obtained after 
classification on ionization data and probability cuts. Abont 9 % of all 
the vees were still remained lcinematically ambiguous. 

In Table Ib all the major types of ambiguities we came across bee
tween neutral particles, are presented. For these vecs, the transverse 
momentum distribution of the negative decay track ( relative to the 
vo -direction ) was used to assign ambiguous vees into the correct class 
of particles [27, 28}. In Figs. 4a-c we show the P/-) distributions for 
all3C fits V" inside the fiducial volume. The maximum Pr(-) values for 
A and J(~ : 

Pr'""" = 0.100 GeVjc, and Pr'""x = 0.206 GcVjc. 
The theoretical distributions of P1·(-) for the decay particles [27, 28] 

is described as : 
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Tbc t's \VCI'f' easil? rcrnoved frmn the neutral strange particle hy
potlH':;es, as soon as the region with Fr(- I <().()1 Ge V J c contaim; 98% of 
unique gannnas and only 2% of i/0 -pa.rticles; therefore the mnhignous 
decays 1 ro /! were taken as t's i.n that region. 

The event fitting hoth: the !\ and E~ hypotheses, was assigned to 
the A channel if P,.H<O.ll GeV/c. Figure 4a shows the pTH distribn
t.ion obtained before the dassifkation procedure for the stun of unique 
a1H.l arnhignous h-~. Fig.4b shcm:s the saute distribution for unique !{~
events. a.nd 4c for unique A--cYcnt.s. It is st'en that the deviation frmn 
1-.\w ('Xpcct(-'d distribution for]\-.~ ( :-~haded area in Fig. 4a) was ohviou:-~lv 
corning frorn the a{hnixturc of .A - particles and then disappna.red after 
the ambiguity selection. The results of appl:cing of Prl-l criterion to the 
c-unbignous vres are also pre~cut.etl in Tal)le Ih. 

To check the accuracy of the gconwtrica.l reconstruction. the cficctiYe 
111<-tsscs of A·: 1 A aHd A were cakula.tecl fron1 thC' Ineasnred monH:'nta. of 
the' decay products. They wen• found as : 0.496±0.012 MeV for E~, 
ant! 1.116±0.004 MeV for ( !\ + i\.) . The effective mass distributions for 
J(; and (A+A) are shmvn in Fig.:j. 

All V 0 s were assigned a geotnd.rical weight factor to ta.kr into consid
f'ration the correction for the los~ of decays outside the fiducial volnnH' 
anrl for loss of particles decayiug; nC'ar the product. ion vertC'x. Thr• \V<-'ight 
factor 

W _ 1/(f,-(L'"'"/D) _ e(-l,,,,jiJ)) gemn - · 

is the inverse prohability to ob~erve potentially the vee. Lmin i::; the 
Inininw1 acceptable value for the distancP brh\-·een the intcr;-J.ctiou vcrt.Px 
and the decay vertex of the vo; Lput is thC' potential path along the line 
of flight of a neutral particle from the production vertex to tb<' boundary 
of the fiducial volume. For the strange partides D = c * T(p/m), where 
p, m, and T are the measured nwuwntuu1, the 1nass, and t.lw lifct.inH' of 
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V 0
• For Tquants Dis the conversion length which was calculated using 

formulas in [29]. 
The distributions of x, y and z coordinates of the vo /1 vertices arc 

shown in Fig.6. The following cuts were made 011 values of fiducial 
volume bounds: 

11.6cm < x < 75.6cm 

-8.5cm < y < 17.5cm 

-42.5cm < z < -13.5crn. 

To check a possible loss of V 0.s close to the primary vertex, the num
ber of events weighted with a gemnetrical weight, were plotted versus 
minimum cut values Lmin· It could be seen from Fig.7 that the value of 
the weighted number of events, at first, increases while Lmin growing, 
then at some value it stops to increase. This value is considered as the 
best cut-off valuefor Lmin. 

\Vith these cuts we loose 13% of all the vees : 9% of the vees were 
outside fiducial volume and 4% of the vees were rejected due to Lmin 

cuts. 
The average geometrical weights turned out to be: 1.43 for J(~, 1.39 

for A, and 1.42 for A. 

Corrections were also made for the unseen neutral decay modes of the 
Vos by multiplying the geometrical weight to factor Wbr = 1/ B, where 
B is the branching ratio for the visible decay mode of the vo. For "{ the 
value of B is 1.0. 

\Veight factor W'" was also introduced to take care of losses in scan
ning and reconstruction. Finally, every vo was weighted by a factor 
lVtot = Wgwm * Wbr * W". In Fig.8 the distributions of the mean total 
weights Wtot for different charged multiplicities n,h associated with a K; 

and A production, are shown. 

The total numbers of the registered events and measured vees to
gether with the corrected ( weighted and with the identified ambigui
ties), number of Vos are presented in Table II. This is our final statistics 
used for the further analysis. 
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4. Beam contamination and systematic errors 

Beam contamination with negative 1r- mesons wa..o;; an obvious source 
of systematic errors in our experiment. The contribution from the back
ground interactions was accounted using both : data extrapolating on 
strange particle production in 7r- -nuclei interactions at close energies, 
and the Monte-Carlo simulated1r--nuclei events at 12.2 Ge V lc, obtained 
with FRITIOF code [30]. The contribution of yo from the background 
events could reach even 40% for lead, and it was the reason of the bigger 
uncertainties in our final results we had expected. 

To verify the 7r--nuclei data obtained at 12.2 Ge VIc, we have used 
this code to simulate also the 1r- C and 71"- -Pb interactions at 5 and 40 
Gc VI c. Then they were compared with the existing experimental data 
at these energies, and good agreement was found for characteristics of 
V 0 's [31] as well as the charged particles [32]. 

The absolute value for beam contamination was obtained with the 
method previously used for dp- and Jd-experiments. This method 
based on comparison of number of events with antiproton-spectator 
and the number of all inelastic interactions [33]. Thus, for pure an
t.ideuteron beam 

R,1,;v=N(d+p-+ ji,,,;v + X)IN(d+p -+X)= 0.42±0.03. 
For the antideuteron beam with the admixture of 1r- -mesons, the ra

tio of spectator events to all events is lower, and the bearn contamination 
could be estimated from this ratio. 

We identified the antiproton-spectator among all the secondary charged 
particles for dd- and JA-interactions. The spectator was a negatively 
charged particle with a momentum ( 4.8 - 7.2 ) GeV lc and with an 
emission angle ::=;3 degr. respectively to the incident antideuteron. Ob
viously, there is some small quantity of fast particles from 1r- -p and 
1r--d interactions that also ~d satisfy these conditions, so the prob
ability of "false spectator" Rstrip was taken into account. 

The beam contamination was estimated at the level of 1. 73 1r- per 
1 J. It means that the number of background interactions could reach 
35% of all interactions in deuterium target, 45% for lexan and 50% for 
lead plates. 
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As it was mentioned ahove, the 1/0 production cross sections in Tr- A 
interactions were obtained using the both : interpolation of existing 
experimental data and FRITIOF simulated events. The total inelastic 
cross sections for lT-c, 7r-Pb, de and JPb interaction" at. 12.2 GeV fc 
were also obtained from experimental data [34, 35] and simple Glauber~ 
type calculations using DIAGEN code [:36]. All these quantities were 
coefficients .in a systern of linear equations we had to solve to subtract 
the background processes and obtain vo yields in real Jd, clC and clPh 
interactions. In Fig.9 all the quantjties used in these equations are 
shown. 

All the known values, included into the equations ( munbers of events 
and neutral strange particles, inelastic cross sections: Fo production 
cross sections in Tr- -A reactions ) arf' knm~rn with sorr1e errors. It is 
not so easy to calculate the errors in the data we obtain, as soon as all 
the input data ancl their errors arc correlated with ea,ch other. That-. js 
why we have chosen the following n1ethod : the equation systern \V<ts 

solved many times, whilP the input data were varied within the linllts of 
the experimental errors. The output. data values \Vere calculated by the 
average values of the errors found from all the number of the solutions. 

The efficiency of measuring and reconstruction proccdmes depends 
on the charged particles rnultiplicity in the prirnary jnteractions. The 
loss probability of the whole event or the definite nurnber of its track::; 
is higher for the events with a large rnultiplicity. 

Fig.lO presents the comparison of the event multiplicities found while 
scanning and the rrndtiplidties of the rneasurcd ~:md·reconstructcd events. 
Reall~y, vvc have observC'd some losses of the charged tracks (mostly pos
itive ) for high multiplicities. It. could he explained by larger number of 
low~energy and short ( stopped ) tracks among them. than among the 
negative ones. 

In our further analysis the losses of the events/tracks arC' accounted 
for while introducing correction weights for all rnnltiplicitico ancl hot.h 
~:>igns of the tracks of the primary interaction. 
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5. Experimental results 

Not many results concerning strange particle production on nuclear 
targets were published : 

- pd interactions at 1 -- 3 GcV /c [3, 4] ; 
- the measurements of J>+C, Ti, Ta, Pb at (0-450) MeV/ c [5] 
- the KEK mea.surcmcnts of j!Ta interactions at 4 Ge V / c [6, 7] 
- the strea.rner chcuuber rneasnrcn1cnt of PS 179 experinH-'llt at 

LEAR (p+He:l, He4 and Ne20 at rest and at 600 MeV /c) [8-12]; 
- recent results on strange particles production obtained at ITEP 

(p-Xc at 0-0.9 GeV jc) [13, 14] ; 
- the mmsnrements of ASTEIUX ( 1>+N~' at rest) [15]. 
The obtained rC'sults for A/ h-.~ production ratios arc listed 111 Ta

ble Ilia. TlwsP ratios arc dirccH,v cmmed<>d \vith nmlti - particle effects 
in complex nuclei. The_y-" also nw._y lw indicative of e<:t,scacling 1nechanisn1s 
which rna:v lead to c::nhanccd A-production relative to non-cascading B .. -;. 

The nwst striking fcat.nrP of all the data in Table Ilia is the unex
pectedly high A· hyperon production yields, compared with R N data. 

For fip-- and j)d -interactions at the san1e energies 1 this ratio is sn1a.ller 
for about one order of rnaguitnrlc: RAfi~·_?= 0.2---0.5 at n1ornent.un1 range 
4.0-12.0 GeV /c [3, 12]. 

But in jJA reactions even for stopping antiprotons, the A yield turns 
out to he high and cmuparab1c \vith the I(_~ production cross section. 

Obviously, the strangeness enhauce1nent iu jJA reactions is rmnH'cted 
with the effect of nuclear llH'flimn, and can not be cakulatr·d fron1 
R N data using simple geometrical extension. At LEAR energies the 
production of a A on a single nudeon is forbidden ( as thP t.hr(~shold 
for rcact.ion [ip-->AA is p=l435 i\!eV /c), am! several nndeons should he 
.involved into this interaction. 

In Table Ilia we have also included the results of jJXe experimmt at 
200 GeV fc. At energies higher than few GcV. the A production is snp
press{~d due to forrruttion length ('ff('cts and S(-'condary part.idef-1 gct.ing· 
out off the nucleus without pnHlncing a cascade. 

In [21] it was shown that. at 12 GeV /c anti deuterons (or antinudeons 
at 6 Gc V / c ) are very good tools to investigate these effects hccanS<' at. 
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this energy the antinucleons can penetrate deep enough into a nucleus, 
and the emitted pions are concentrated in a narrow cone ( with the 
average angle about 10 degrees ). Also the ability of antideutcrous to 
produce the higher temperatures into a nucleus due to si_multaneons 
annihilation of the both antinncleons, was pre·dicted in this \vork. 

\Ve were far from the intention to investigate the effects of a "very hot 
spot" inside a nucleus, as soon as our early antjdeuteron data had sLO\Vll 

that the cross section of the total antidcuteron-- deuteron annihilation 
was negligible (about 0.1 mb ). 

But the antideuteron as a projectile, gives us another interesting op- .'Ill 

portunity -- to rnark the pcripherical interactions of antinucleous with 
the nucleus. The deuteron is a weakly-bounded system of a radius corn-
parably smaller than the radius of the heavy nuclei, and when one nu-
cleon (antiproton) does not interact but reveals itself as a fast ~pectatorj 
another nucleon ( antineutron ) interacts close to the nuclear surface. 
VVe expect that the strangeness production should be somewhat different. 
for these events compared \Vith the central collisions. 

We calculated the ratios like 

R~,o = N(K~) 
"' ]\j indoslic 

RA = N(A! + N(2.:
0

) 

Ninelastic 

N(A) + N(2:0) 

RAj I<~= N(K~) 
The main contribution to our data errors comes from the background 

extraction procedure. 
The observed A/ I(_~ production ratios for antideuteron-nuclei colli- If 

sions and the same ratios for the events with antiproton- spectator, are 
shown in Table IIIb. They are dose to those ones obtained in pA exper-
iments at lower energies. But there is a significant difference between 
the periphcrical and central events. 

The yields of J(~ and A arc presented in Table IV; they depend on 
target mnss, but R(K~) yield depencls more moderately on A. 

\Ve have also observed a dramatic difference in A and A productions, 
especially for the heavy nucleus. The yield ratio A/ A was found as 

3 * 10-2 for lead . 
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The behavior of neutral strange particles production on target mass, 

1s shown in Fig. 11. It is obvious that the dependencies of A~ R-; and 

j\_ yields are different. At the same tirnt\ the Vos frorn peripherica.l 

interactions behave very sin1ilar. ( The sta.tistks for As is jnsnfficient 1 

and the data arc not shmvn for stripping events ) . 

The difference in yields for peripherical and central interactions is 

very surprising. The Glauber calculations for J-Pb interactions give us 

the n1ean values for irnpact paraJ:neter of antideuteron : 

< b >=4.6 fm in the case when both antinuclcons interact; and 

< b >=7.5 fn1 for events 'vith antinncleon spectator it m.eans 

that. the second nucleon interactti VPry closely to the C'dge of the target 

nucleus. One could suppose that the conditions for A's production if 

thc~v are produced in the scr:ondar:y rescattering processes, are less fa

vorable in peripherical interactions. At the san1e tirnc~ it shou]cl not 

greatly infiuence /\.-~yields, as!(~- n1csons appeared from prirnary J.'VJV 

internction. 
The number of interactions with fast ]"i-spectator decreases while tar

get nucleus n1a.ss being increased. In our experiment the registered nurrl

her of these events was 39%, 23% and 11% for deuteriurn, carbon and 

lead. correspondingly. It is in good agreement with t.he Glauber calcu

lations. 

One can try to estirnate the ratio RAj I<~ for "central" JA interactions, 

when the both antinucleons interact into a nucleus. \i\'e have obtained 

this value for rfPb reaction subtracting the doubled data for spectator 

event..s from all the data. This value is also pre,;ented in Table IIIa and 

turns out to be very close to the value from pTa interactions at 4 Ge V / c 

[7]. 

6. Conclusion 

We have studied the neutral strange particle production in ant.ideuteron

nuclei interactions at 12.2 GcV /c. Our results are in agreement with t.hc 

data front the antiproton experiments at various energies and nuclear 

targets. Also we can conclude that : 

• In d-nuclei interactions, the A production cross section is enhanced. 
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LEXAN +LEAD DEUTERIUM 

-·-

no good ftt. 76 no good fit. 8 
f(~ 357 [{: lOS 

A 365 A 83 
J(~ A 56 J(: A ;w 

A 17 1\ 39 
J(~ A ll /(~ A 10 

A A 1 A ,\ 2 

I 777 I 687 
K; I 3 K; I ]:] 

A ~( 6 A I :N 
[(; i\ I 1 K; A I 1 

,\ I 2 1\ I .'VJ 
I<; 1\ I j K; t\ I 4 

i\ A I 0 A A I 2 

L67 events ( 1673 Vces ) 961 events ( 1070 Vees ) 
81 ambiguous vees 158 ambiguoliS vees 

Table Ia. Summary of accepted "pure" and ambiguous hypothe
sises for vo and 1 after classification based on ionization data and 
probability cuts. 

AMBIGUOUS EVENTS 

92 (K; 1A) ~ 16 J(: + 72 A 
21 (I<:,A) ~ 18 A 
19 (K:,/) ~ 6 }(: + 13/ 
43 (A,/) ~ 8 A + 34/ 
37 (A,/) ~ 6 A + 31/ 

Table lb. The pattern of ambiguous 3-C fit hypothesises. Clas
sification of kinematically resolved ambiguities after applying of Pr(-) 

criterion. 
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I 
HEACTJON Fitted. Vv'('ight.ed, I 

unwe!gl1ted corrcct.cd I 

(cl+rr-)+u 
(cl+rr-)+d 
(d+rr-)+d 
(rl+rr-)+d 
(Ci+rr-)+J 

(cl+rr-)H'' 
(ci+rr-)+C' 
(cl+rr-)+C' 

I 

(cl+rr-)+C' 
(d+rr-)+C 

I 

(d+rr-)+i'h 
(d-!-7r ) !-l'b 
(J+rr-) t P!) 

I 
(d+rr-)+l'b 
(d+rr-)+l'b 

---+ iJJdnstic 7800 'iGtnncd 

---+ hso+X 106 
---+A+ X 

I 
---+ inelastic :r/.')0 sc<~nnf'd I 
~) l\·_~+X Ti 
---+ A+ X .)9 

-~ ,\+X- 'I I 

--• ~(+ X :ws , 

---+ i nclast.ic 

---+ J,·~-!-X 

-+ .1\+ X 
---+A+ X 
~I+ X 

:~~mo scanner! 
20-1 
2Wl 

' G!J6 

167 
138 
23 

479 

t:i!J7 

n 

L__ __ _ __L_ ------

Table II. Tota.lnn1nlwr of intcract.ions and tnnnber of 1ncasnn=-d and 
corrected cvcuts iu our <·xperin1ent. 

' -,--- ---~------- __ 1 _____ __ 
I Momentum I fl---llc p-Nc fi x(~ 

~
C<>Vjc) 1 I I 

(G('V/c) j 
------------~------ -----~---+----f----4 

I al. rest 1.09±0.10 li L2~1 ±0.lq 
OA-0.9 

11 rJ±ILi<J I 
J.r11:1:0.:W 

·LO 2ci±O.:! 
o.6 o.<H+o_o 1 I' 2 :l±o.r J 

200.0 - j _______ -:l.·-~~±=0.09 I 

Table lila. Review of production ra.t.ios RA; 11-_~l in /} N ncki 

interactious ( Il<'k [G-lG] ) 
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rl-d rl-C' ci-Pb 

RA/K~ all events 0.89±0.17 1.11±0.32 L98±o.;n 

RA/f{~ +p---specta.tor 0.59±0.23 0.6:3±0.28 0.93±0.'10 

- . 

RA/K~ "central" events 2.13±0.8:) 

RA.fA all events 0.68±0.B 0.26±0.09 0.03±0.01 

Table Illb. Production ratios RA/K~ and Rx;A in cl- Nuclei 
interactions at 12.2 GeV /c. Background is extracted. 

d C' Pb 

Rg~% 2.57±0.43 4.02±1.16 14.-5±4.0 

Rg~% fi-spectator events 2.37±0 .. 50 4.20± 1.37 11.4±:3.2 

RA% 2.24±0.33 4.2.1±1.03 27.9±5.0 

RA% ji-spectator events 1.40±0.39 2.6-5±1.09 10.3±3.6 

Rx% L\2±0.19 1.10±0.30 0.85±0.24 

Table IV. Relative yields of A (RAJ, J(~ (RK~) and A (Rx) (per 
registered primary interaction in the target ) . Background is extracted. 
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Fig.3. x2 distribution for all K~, A and 1 3-C fit events with no 
cuts and weights applied ( solid line ). Dashed line - is the expected 

theoretical x2 curve. 
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Fig.4. Transverse 1nm.nentnrn distribution of the negative decay par
ticle frorn 17° decays. (A) ~ the sun1 of unique and amhiguons I(_~. 
Shaded events are those selected by the ~.H cut. (B) and (c) are from 
unique fits for K: and A particles. 
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Fig.5. The effective mass distributions forK~ and (A+A) calculated 
from the measured momenta of the decay products. 
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Fig.6. The distributions of x, y and z coordinates of the V" /1 ver
tices. Arrows indicate the chosen fiducial volume. 
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a. A-; and A production. 
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background pxt.raction proc<>dur<' while obt.ainin)-!; tlw munlwrs of 1 +os in 
JA interactions and their errors. 
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The yidd of A i.<; ahunst cqnal t.o yield of r.,_·; even for a dcnterinn1 

nudcns~ hut ahnost. equal to 2 in c!Pb interactions. For lead, the i\ 

production cross sPction is a snhst.antial part of the total inelastic cross 

section. 
• Our rl---undei data sapports the coudnsiou being given in [11] ·while 

rPViPwing j)A --t'XpPriinents. that thC' ratios RAj 1\·;1 are almost independent 

on in{'i(leut Inonlcntmu of the projectile•. In [20} this feature is referred 

to as ''A -saturation··. 

• The possibility to obs<·i·v(' the fast /)-spectator allmvs one to 1nark 

the· autinndeon-nnckns int-eractions of pcripherical type, -..vhcrc t.lw con

tr1lmtiou of intranndca.r casc·;Hli11g }H'O\f'Hsc•s is lmvC'r. The yidd o[ A par

t.icks in pcriphcrical intcrad.inus is suppr('ssed if to be cmuparcd with 

:Yi('ld.s ill llOll-p('rip]w-rical cas<'. At. th<' s<:ullc tinlP, the "1wriplwricit:"-·" 

of the int.c'ract.ion doc-·~ not iuflucnr(' signifkantl~y the h-_~ ~vidcb. 

• The dcpeudcnce of production yields on target 1na.ss is diff'c>reut for 

A---, !~..-.: and A--particles. At tlw sarne tinw, the v·o frcnn pcriphcrical 

iut.cract.ious b('bave Ycr:v sitnilarlv. 

• Th(' obscrv<."d <liff<•rnlcc in rdative :·idd~ of A- pa.rt.idcs iu cmtideu

Lcron clt•ut.Pron iutcractious -....:ith and without stripping ant.iprot.mL 1nay 

reflect. the snflicie11t role of rcscat.t.criug; processes for A production cve11 

in tllC' simplrst cl('nt.cron nnckns in spih• of its poor strnctnrc. 

• 'I'hc clra.nwJ.ic dith-'H'1H'E' in A awl A productions in riA int.Praction 

was observed. The ratio RA/.'1 tnnwd ont. to he small: 3 * l0-2 for h-ad 

target. 
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